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	Starling Game Development Essentials, 9781783983544 (178398354X), Packt Publishing, 2013

	Develop and deploy isometric turn-based games using Starling


	Overview

	
		Create a cross-platform Starling Isometric game
	
		Add enemy AI and multiplayer capability
	
		Explore the complete source code for the Web and cross-platform game develpment



	In Detail


	Starling makes it very easy for an ActionScript developer to create cross-platform, multiplayer games. Starling utilizes GPU to render all the content for excellent performance on a wide range of devices. Multiplayer games have become a very lucrative market, pulling in more and more developers who try to raise the bar for user experience. With the ever-increasing popularity of iOS and Android, the demand for cross-platform games has increased exponentially.


	Starling Game Development Essentials takes you step-by-step through the development of a complicated Isometric game. You will learn to create a level editor, AI logic for enemies, and integrate particle effects. Furthermore, you will learn to develop multi-player games that can support multiple players on the same device and would integrate Flox services for efficient user tracking and analytics. Finally, you will understand how to deploy your game to the Web, App Store, and Google Play.


	This project-based book starts with the game idea, and an introduction to Game States and Game Loop. You also learn about the working of Isometric projection logic.


	You get to explore RenderTexture for dynamically creating game levels and later on easily upgrade to the exceptional QuadBatch for deploying on devices. You will then move on to use Starling Particle extension for explosion effects. Finally, you will develop a simple AI Manager to help the enemy make decisions and use Pathfinder to facilitate grid-based path finding.


	Starling Game Development Essentials, with the help of FlagDefense game source code, is an invaluable asset to anyone who wants to create a Starling cross-platform game.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Learn about Game States and Game Loop which are an integral part of any game
	
		Apply Isometric transformation equations and logic for converting 2D grid-based levels into 3D isometric view
	
		Set up an Isometric level editor that exports level data thereby easing level creation and speeding up development
	
		Configure the PlayerIO turn-based multiplayer and the same device turn-based multiplayer
	
		Use Pathfinder for AI path finding which will help the enemy soldiers and bombs to track their corresponding destinations
	
		Integrate AdMob ANE for some monetization and Floxleaderboards for tracking scores
	
		Organize deployment to the App Store and Google Play with all the necessary icons, certificates, and launch images



	Approach


	This is a practical, project-based guide that will help the reader to build Isometric, turn-based games using Starling.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are an ActionScript developer and want to create cross-platform games with Starling, this book is for you. The FlagDefense game covers some complex topics in game development which are beneficial even for those who are already creating games with Starling. Prior knowledge of Starling will help, but is not necessary.
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CCNP ONT Portable Command Guide (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2008
Welcome to ONT! In 2006, Cisco Press came to me and told me, albeit very quietly, that there was going to be a major revision of the CCNP certification exams. Then they asked whether I would be interested in working on a command guide in the same fashion as my previous books for Cisco Press: the Cisco Networking Academy Program ...

		

Introduction to Statistical Decision Theory: Utility Theory and Causal AnalysisCRC Press, 2019

	
		Introduction to Statistical Decision Theory: Utility Theory and Causal Analysis provides the theoretical background to approach decision theory from a statistical perspective. It covers both traditional approaches, in terms of value theory and expected utility theory, and recent developments, in terms of causal...



		

Mining Sequential Patterns from Large Data Sets (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2005
The focus of Mining Sequential Patterns from Large Data Sets is on sequential pattern mining. In many applications, such as bioinformatics, web access traces, system utilization logs, etc., the data is naturally in the form of sequences. This information has been of great interest for analyzing the sequential data to find its...




	

The Ultimate Cat Treat Cookbook: Homemade Goodies for Finicky FelinesHowell Book House, 2006

	A fun design and tasty treats give this gift book the irresistible Wow! Meow! factor

	

	Seventy-eight million cats make themselves at home in the U.S. Following on the paws of the highly successful The Ultimate Dog Treat Cookbook (0-7645-9773-6), this book contains 50 delicious recipes that have earned a seal of approval from...


		

VBA For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
VBA helps you put your computer in its place
    Write programs that automate tasks and make Office 2007 work better for you    

    If your computer is becoming your boss instead of your servant, start using VBA to tell it what to do! Here's the latest on the VBA IDE and program containers, debugging...


		

Deploying Rails: Automate, Deploy, Scale, Maintain, and Sleep at Night (The Facets of Ruby)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
	
		Ruby on Rails has taken the web application development world by storm.
	
		Those of us who have been writing web apps for a few years remember the
	
		good ol’ days when the leading contenders for web programming languages
	
		were PHP and Java, with Perl, Smalltalk, and even C++ as fringe choices.
	
		Either PHP or...
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